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Terminal drought is one of the most common and devastating climatic stress

factors affecting durum wheat (Triticum durum Desf.) production worldwide. The

wild relatives of this crop are deemed a vast potential source of useful alleles to

adapt to this stress. A nested association mapping (NAM) panel was generated

using as a recurrent parent the Moroccan variety ‘Nachit’ derived from Triticum

dicoccoides and known for its large grain size. This was recombined to three top-

performing lines derived from T. dicoccoides, T. araraticum, and Aegilops

speltoides, for a total of 426 inbred progenies. This NAM was evaluated across

eight environments (Syria, Lebanon, and Morocco) experiencing different degrees

of terminal moisture stress over two crop seasons. Our results showed that

drought stress caused on average 41% loss in yield and that 1,000-kernel weight

(TKW) was the most important trait for adaptation to it. Genotyping with the 25K

TraitGenetics array resulted in a consensus map of 1,678 polymorphic SNPs,

spanning 1,723 cM aligned to the reference ‘Svevo’ genome assembly. Kinship

distinguished the progenies in three cladesmatching the parent of origin. A total of

18 stable quantitative trait loci (QTLs) were identified as controlling various traits

but independent from flowering time. The most significant genomic regions were

namedQ.ICD.NAM-04, Q.ICD.NAM-14, andQ.ICD.NAM-16. Allelic investigation in

a second germplasm panel confirmed that carrying the positive allele at all three

loci produced an average TKW advantage of 25.6% when field-tested under

drought conditions. The underlying SNPs were converted to Kompetitive Allele-

Specific PCR (KASP) markers and successfully validated in a third germplasm set,

where they explained up to 19% of phenotypic variation for TKW under moisture

stress. These findings confirm the identification of critical loci for drought

adaptation derived from wild relatives that can now be readily exploited via

molecular breeding.
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Introduction

Durum wheat (Triticum durum Desf.) is one of the most

important cereal crops worldwide (Gonzalez-Segura et al., 2014)

and one of the central pillars of global food security in the

Mediterranean region (Graziano et al., 2020) where more than

50% of durum wheat production is concentrated (Sall et al., 2019).

Along the Mediterranean, cultivation is mostly conducted in rainfed

conditions with both drought and heat stress frequently occurring

during the grain filling stage (Palta and Turner, 2018; Xynias et al.,

2020) causing a severe reduction in grain yield (Slafer et al., 2005;

Daryanto et al., 2016; Sarto et al., 2017). In Syria, the drought of the

2008–2009 season resulted in a 50% reduction of durum wheat

production and 45% in the dry season of 2013–2014 and up to 63%

in the dry season of 2017–2018 (Annual Agriculture Statistical

Abstract, 2020). Similarly, Morocco experienced a 50% reduction in

total durum wheat production in the extremely dry season of 2021–

2022 (United States Department of Agriculture, Foreign

Agricultural Service, 2022).

Maintaining farms’ productivity despite severe drought stress

requires the deployment of tolerant varieties (Van Oosten et al.,

2016). However, the narrow genetic base of many durum wheat

breeding programs (Jing et al., 2013; Bassi and Nachit, 2019;

Mazzucotelli et al., 2020) has led to a reduction in allelic

diversity, which reduces the chances of developing novel

germplasm capable of adapting to these stresses (Makai et al.,

2016). Thus, many authors suggest the integration of wider

germplasm such as landraces, primitive wheat, and crop wild

relatives (CWRs) into the breeding process to increase useful

genetic variance (Reynolds et al., 2018; Ledesma-Ramıŕez et al.,

2019). CWRs have survived for millennia in harsh environments

without the help of human farmers and should hence represent true

treasure troves of useful alleles (Kiani et al., 2015; Masoomi-

Aladizgeh et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016; El Haddad et al., 2020).

The usefulness of primitive wheat and CWR for durum wheat is

well documented as a source of resistance to all major biotic (Marais

et al., 2005; Marais et al., 2010; Babaiants et al., 2012; Bassi et al.,

2019; El Haddad et al., 2020) and abiotic stresses (Sall et al., 2018;

Djanaguiraman et al., 2019). A fitting example is the Moroccan

cultivar ‘Nachit’ derived from T. dicoccoides, which achieved higher

yield potential and grain size when grown under drought conditions

(Taghouti et al., 2023). Aberkane et al. (2021) also revealed that

durum genotypes derived from T. urartu and T. dicoccoides were

the top performers under drought stress. Similarly, El Haddad et al.

(2021) confirmed that integrating CWR into durum wheat elite

lines improved their overall performances: elites derived from T.

dicoccoides and Aegilops speltoides were more tolerant to climatic

stresses, while T. araraticum-derived lines had better pasta firmness

and bread-making quality.

Despite the overall improvement that CWR provided, tagging

with molecular markers their most useful alleles remains the most

strategic method to easily transfer CWR-positive traits into modern

cultivars. Mapping populations (MP) for QTL discovery and
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germplasm panels for genome-wide association studies (GWAS)

are ideal methods to associate alleles to the trait they influence.

However, when seeking the identification of CWR-derived alleles,

some additional considerations are needed. In fact, a CWR allele is

by definition “rare” and cannot be effectively studied by GWAS

unless multiple lines of the panel carry it. It is instead possible to

identify it by MP, but this approach typically suffers from a limited

ability to transfer the discovery to other genetic backgrounds.

Hence, the use of combined multiple mapping approaches has

become the method of choice to identify CWR alleles (Scott et al.,

2020). In particular, the nested association mapping (NAM)

approach relies on one (or more) recurrent parent that is

recombined into several “donor” parents. The result is a balanced

panel of progenies with several “donor” alleles contrasting the

“recurrent” allele so that the effects of both can be identified via

QTL analysis and GWAS (Alahmad et al., 2020; Alahmad et al.,

2022; Chidzanga et al., 2022).

In this study, we developed a large NAM of top-yielding durum

wheat elites derived from CWR and tested it across eight

environments experiencing contrasting levels of terminal moisture

stress. The most stable and top-performing entries were defined

using AMMI wide adaptation index’ (AWAI). Ultimately, the

genomic regions associated with the tolerance were identified by

GWAS and QTL analysis, then confirmed by allelic investigation in

a second germplasm panel, and finally validated to Kompetitive

Allele-Specific PCR (KASP) in a third panel.
Materials and methods

Plant material

Nested association mapping (NAM) panel 1
A durum wheat NAM of 426 F5-derived recombinant inbred

lines (RILs) was obtained by crossing to the same recurrent parent

three top-performing donor lines originating from the International

Center for Agricultural Research in Dry Areas (ICARDA) to produce

three subpopulations (Table S1). The recurrent parent was ‘Nachit’

(Amedakul1/TdicoSyrCol//Loukos), a Moroccan variety released in

2017, generated by a top cross of two elites to T. dicoccoides collected

from Syria (Taghouti et al., 2023). ‘Nachit’ was selected as a recurrent

parent because of its deep root system suitable to tolerate terminal

drought (El Hassouni et al., 2018), early flowering, and very large

grain size (Taghouti et al., 2023). The first donor parent was the elite

‘DAWRYT110’ (Amedakul1/TdicoSyrCol//Cham1) derived from a

top cross with T. dicoccoides and deemed tolerant to terminal drought

(El Haddad et al., 2021), contributing 146 RILs. The second donor

parent was ‘Faraj’ (T. araraticum F4/3/Arthur71/Lahn//Blk2/Lahn/4/

Quarmal), which is a Moroccan cultivar released in 2007 for its

adaptation to low moisture conditions, characterized by delayed

flowering and carrying a T. araraticum insertion that ensures

resistance to Hessian fly (Bassi et al., 2019), contributing 138 RILs.

The third donor was ‘Jabal’ (Korifla/AegspeltoidesSyr//Mrb5) derived
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from a top cross with Ae. speltoides, released in Morocco in 2021 for

its shallow root system well adapted to the Atlas Mountains rocky

soils (El Haddad et al., 2020), contributing 142 RILs.

Genome-wide association study panel 2
A second panel named the “GWAS panel” was investigated to

confirm the NAM discoveries. The panel was described in detail by

Kabbaj et al. (2017). Briefly, it comprises 96 landraces from 24

countries and 288 cultivars and elite breeding lines from eight

countries. A total of 10 subpopulations have been identified within

it (Kabbaj et al., 2017), and it has already been successfully used to

identify the genomic loci involved in resistance to a damaging insect

pest (Bassi et al., 2019), phenology (Gupta et al., 2020), and its

responses to heat stress (El Hassouni et al., 2019) and moisture

stress (Zaïm et al., 2023). This panel includes the parents of the

NAM populations and their sister lines.

Marker-assisted selection validation panel 3
A third panel defined as the “marker-assisted selection (MAS)

validation panel” was used to further validate the discovery. It

includes 80 of ICARDA’s elites that constituted the 2020

International Nurseries 43rd IDON. These elites were derived by

breeding selection after recombining the recurrent and donor

parents with other elite lines (Table S2).
Field trials

For the NAM panel, field trials were conducted during the two

growing seasons 2018/2019 (19) and 2019/2020 (20), in eight

different agroclimatic conditions (environments) across three

countries (Syria, Lebanon, and Morocco) as described in Table S3.

During season 19, planting was done in Lebanon under rainfed

conditions at the station of Kfardan located 20 km east of Baalbek

(34°01′01.2″N, 36°04′02.6″E) with an elevation of 1,100 m above sea

level and in Syria at the station of Alsefera located 25 km southeast of

Aleppo (36°04′00″N, 37°22′00″E) with an elevation of 348 m above

sea level under rainfed conditions and at the station of Hemiama

located 56 km east of Aleppo (36°09′N, 37°42′E) with an elevation of

356 m above sea level under supplemental irrigation. In season 20,

planting occurred under rainfed and supplementary irrigated

conditions in Lebanon at the station of Kfardan and in Syria at the

station of Hemiama, while in Morocco, planting occurred under

rainfed conditions only at the station of Marchouch (333403.10 0 N

and 63800.10 0W) with an elevation of 421 m above sea level. A total

of three environments (Syr19, Syr20, and Leb20) received

supplemental irrigation to avoid the occurrence of terminal

drought and generate contrasting phenotypic effects. In Syr19, two

gravity irrigations of 20 mm each 2 weeks apart were provided after

flowering (stage of Zadok’s scale 65); in Syr20, one gravity irrigation

of 20 mm was provided at flowering time (Z65) and two additional

ones of 20 mm each were provided 2 weeks apart; in Leb20, one-

sprinkle irrigation of 20 mm was provided 4 weeks after flowering.

The remaining five environments (Leb19, Leb20, Mor20, Syr19, and
Frontiers in Plant Science 03
Syr20) were rainfed and exposed the germplasm to severe terminal

drought during the grain filling stage, with the following cumulative

rainfalls after flowering: 8, 20, 18, 13, and 10 total mm, respectively.

All moisture details are presented in Table S4.

Daily climatic information was collected from weather stations

located at each test site. A climate matrix with maximum,

minimum, and average temperatures and total moisture was

calculated for four major growth stages for each environment: 1

month before sowing till sowing, sowing until the end of the

vegetative stage (Z00–Z58), flowering stage (Z60–Z69), and grain

filling period between flowering and maturity (Z71–Z92) as

described in Table S4. The climate variables were then regressed

against the average value at each location for GY and TKW.

Significant interactions identified the climate factors influencing

these traits. The significant climatic factors were then used to cluster

the environments using Ward’s method based on Euclidean

distance via dendextend R package (Galili and Dendextend, 2015).

Two environmental clusters were determined as drought-affected

and not affected, and combined analysis across environments was

performed for each using ANOVA setting environments and

genotypes as random factors.

Agronomic practices varied based on the location but followed

the general guidelines of timely sowing between the 15th of

November and the 15th of December, with 50 kg ha−1 of

phosphorus, nitrogen, and potassium provided as base

fertilization before planting and a total of 100 kg ha−1 of nitrogen

provided in two equal split applications, the first one 4 weeks after

emergence and the second before booting (Z45). One tank mixture

of herbicide was applied before flowering to provide protection

against monocots and dicots, and it was followed by mechanical

weeding as needed to ensure clean plots.

In all sites, the accessions and the four parents were planted in a

partially replicated (augmented) design of 10 blocks of size 48

including again in each block the four parents (Nachit,

DAWRYT110, Faraj, Jabal) as replicated checks. The plot

planting surface was of 1.5 m2 at a sowing density of 130 kg ha−1.

The GWAS panel was tested as presented in detail by Gupta

et al. (2020) using plots of size 3 m2 and a partially replicated

(augmented) design of 19 blocks each with four replicated checks. A

total of 13 environments were used to define the phenological

variation by Gupta et al. (2020). Among these, the results collected

for 1,000-kernel size (TKW) were obtained from five environments

experiencing terminal drought stress. The BLUEs of these

individual environmental values were combined into one by

expressing the performance of each entry as the average of the

ratio to the best entry at each site.

The MAS validation panel is an international nursery of

ICARDA, and as such, it was planted across 42 international

locations by partners (Bassi and Sanchez-Garcia, 2017). Among

these locations, seven environments experienced terminal drought

stress. As per the GWAS panel, the best linear unbiased estimators

for the TKW results from these individual environments were

combined into one value by expressing the performance of each

entry as the average of the ratio to the best entry at each site.
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Phenotypic data recording

The following traits were measured for each plot. Days from

germination to the time of heading (DtH) was determined when

50% of the plot showed spikes emerging from the flag leaf (Z59) as a

proxy to measure flowering time, which is harder to measure

correctly in the autogamous and cleistogamous wheat flower.

Days to maturity (DtM) was defined as the number of days from

the germination date to the date when 50% of the spikes turned

yellow (Z91–92). The grain filling period (GFP) was defined as the

number of days elapsing between DtH and DtM. Plant height

(PLH) was measured in cm from the ground to the top of a

representative ear excluding its awns. Spikes per meter square

(Spk.m2) was defined as the number of fertile spikes per linear

meter, counted in one row of the plot, and then multiplied by 4 to

obtain the number per m2. Grain yield (GY) was measured as the

weight of the grains harvested from the plot expressed in kg, divided

by the number of m2 harvested for the plot, and then multiplied by

10,000 m2 to obtain yield in kg ha−1. Thousand kernel weight

(TKW) was obtained by weighting 200 random kernels and

multiplying the value by 5. Grain filling rate (GFR) defines the

speed at which a given genotype fills its grains, and it is calculated as

TKW divided by GFP. The number of grains per meter square

(Gr.m2) was calculated using the weight of the grains harvested

from a 1.5-m2 area and the average weight of one kernel derived

from the TKW value, as per:

Gr :m2 =  
Harvested weight of  plot

1:5m2x  TKW1000

The number of grains per spike (Grn.Spk) was calculated by

dividing the number of grains per unit area by the number of spikes

recorded for the same area, as follows:

Grn : spk =  
 Gr :m2

Spk :m2
Phenotypic data analysis

Spatial analysis was used to correct field differences using the

row and column design by the statgenSTA package of R version

3.2.1 (R Core Team, 2017) and obtain the best linear unbiased

predictors (BLUPs) for each environment of each trait. The single

environment performances were then combined for each of the two

climatic clusters (drought-stressed and non-drought-stressed) and

across all environments using the package agricolae (R Core Team,

2017). Heritability was calculated based on the modified method

suggested by Burton and Devane (1953). The phenotypic

correlation between GY and all the other traits was computed

using Multi Environment Trial Analysis with R for Windows

(META R) (Alvarado et al., 2015), while the path analysis used R

version 3.2.1 with the agricolae package (R Core Team, 2017). The

“AMMI wide adaptation index” (AWAI) for GY and TKW was

calculated using the following formula:
Frontiers in Plant Science 04
AWAI =  o
i
si   *   absolute   value   for   IPCAi

where i is the number of significant interaction principal

components axes (IPCAs) for the AMMI and si is the percentage

of total G×E variation explained by each IPCA. AWAI values close

to “0” are obtained for the most widely adapted germplasm (Bassi

and Sanchez-Garcia, 2017). In order to determine the best

genotypes combining both GY potential and stability, a biplot was

drawn between the BLUP and AWAI scores.
Molecular analysis of NAM panel 1

The NAM population was genotyped using the 25K

TraitGenetics array (GmbH, Gatersleben, Germany), which

combines the most polymorphic markers from the Axiom

Breeder Array and the Illumina Infinium 90K (Mulugeta et al.,

2023). High-fidelity polymorphic SNPs were defined as those

having less than 1% missing data and a minor allele frequency

superior to 10% as can be expected in a biparental population. All

SNPs were aligned to the Svevo genome assembly (Maccaferri et al.,

2019). Three linkage maps were generated (one for each

subpopulation) as described in Table S1 using QTL IciMapping

V4.2 (Meng et al., 2015), assigning markers to different linkage

groups through the “MAP” function at LOD of 5, and then ordering

them at LOD of 3 using the “by anchor order” algorithm to respect

their physical position. The Kosambi mapping function was then

used to generate the three individual maps. These were combined

into a consensus map using the CMP function: first by regrouping

markers at a distance of less than 20 cM to obtain one group for

each chromosome, then using the “by anchor order option” to

measure the genetic distances between markers along the consensus

map based on their relative positions on each individual map.

Linkage disequilibrium (LD) decay was estimated using the

Neanderthal method (Jujumaan, 2017) for the consensus map using

r2 = 0.2 as the threshold for significant linkage. The genetic

structure of the populations was evaluated using the Bayesian

clustering algorithm in Structure 2.3.2 software (Pritchard et al.,

2000). A neighbor-joining tree was generated by calculating the

genetic distance defined by Power Marker 3.25 (Liu and Muse,

2005) as calculated by Nei et al. (1983), and then the result was

imported to MEGA V.10.2.5 software for analysis (Kumar

et al., 2018).

Marker-trait associations (MTAs) were searched for the

following phenotypic combinations: all traits’ BLUP value for

each genotype in each environment, the combined value for the

drought-stressed cluster, the combined value for the not stressed

cluster, and combined across all environments. For GY and TKW,

the investigation included the AWAI value. Associations were

searched by QTL mapping for each individual subpopulation

using the BIP function by ICIM-ADD in IciMapping V4.2

software (Meng et al., 2015). The mapping parameters were set as

follows: QTL walking speed of 4 cM and stepwise regression

probability of 0.001. Both GLM and MLM methods were tested,
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but GLM was found better fitting and generating more significant

associations, which is not uncommon for panels with limited and

clearly structured subpopulations, as it is the case for a NAM. So,

the power of the NAM design was exploited to run genome-wide

association analysis (GWAS) for all populations using a general

linear model (GLM) with covariate parameter Q (population

structure) in TASSEL v.5 (Bradbury et al., 2007), setting a kinship

matrix with k = 3 and imposing DtH as covariate in all analyses to

remove the strong effects of flowering genes from the study.

For both GWAS and QTL analysis, the threshold LOD for

significance was set by the LD-protected Bonferroni method

(Duggal et al., 2008; Bassi et al., 2019): 266 hypotheses of MTAs

were investigated and calculated as the map size (1,879 cM) divided

by the LD decay value (7.06 cM), which defined a significant

threshold of LOD = 3.4 (p < 0.01). In addition, Pearson’s critical

values (Pearson, 1985) defined r2 = 0.054 as the significance threshold

for the minimum phenotypic variance explained by each marker.

Only MTAs with LOD and r2 superior to these threshold values were

considered valid and presented here. Markers underlying MTA

falling at less than twice the LD distance from each other were

deemed impossible to distinguish genetically by the NAM panel and,

hence, were declared as belonging to the same QTL.
Validation studies in GWAS panel 2 and
MAS panel 3

The three-step procedure to reduce type II errors is depicted in

Figure S1 and described hereafter using the NAM for QTL

discovery, GWAS for allelic investigation, and the MAS panel for

validation. Panel 2 GWAS was genotyped by the 35K Axiom

breeder array as explained in detail in Kabbaj et al. (2017). The

allelic investigation was conducted for the GWAS panel 2 to

confirm which QTL identified in NAM panel 1 was additive in

nature. Alignment between the QTLs identified in the 25K array of

panel 1 NAM and Axiom 35K array was achieved using the relative

physical positioning of marker probes on the Svevo assembly by

blast with a similarity cutoff set at 99% (Maccaferri et al., 2019).

Discrete classes of alleles were defined for the main MTA within

each QTL associated with TKW. Genotypes within classes were

defined as replicates (random), and their phenotypic performances

under drought stress were tested in a two-way linear analysis of

variance (ANOVA). The least significant difference (LSD) test was

used to determine significantly superior classes of alleles using the

LSD test function of the agricolae package (R Core Team, 2017; De

Mendiburu and Yaseen, 2020).The 25K array markers underlying

MTA associated with TKW were converted to KASP markers by

submitting their array sequences to LGC Genomics for proprietary

in-silico design. Those designs that passed the “success likelihood

criteria” were purchased and used to genotype the MAS validation

panel 3. The primer sequences cannot be publicly disclosed, but the

markers are commercially available for use by providing the marker

ID reported here. For this panel, the correlation significance

threshold was calculated at r = 0.105 (p < 0.05) (Pearson, 1985).

In addition, the top 20 and bottom 20 lines in terms of TKW

performances were considered as the true positive and true
Frontiers in Plant Science 05
negative. Hence, the accuracy was calculated as the ratio of the

correct allelic call, sensitivity as the ratio of the correct positive

allelic calls among the top 20 lines, and specificity as the ratio of the

correct negative allelic calls among the bottom 20 lines.
Results

Moisture effect on traits and NAM
genotypes’ responses

The regression analysis against the climate matrix identified the

amount of moisture during the vegetative stage as the main factor

influencing GY, while for TKW, it was the moisture amount during

flowering and grain filling that were the most critical climatic

factors (Table S5). Two clusters were obtained when grouping

environments based on these three critical climatic factors: a

moisture-stressed cluster of five environments (Syr rainfed 19 and

20, Leb rainfed 19 and 20, and Mor rainfed 20) and a second non-

moisture-stressed cluster of three environments (Syr irrigated 19

and 20 and Leb irrigated 20) (Figure S2). For overall moisture, the

lowest value was recorded at Mor rainfed 20 with just 209.5 mm,

while the highest was Leb irrigated 20 season with 498.8 mm.

The descriptive statistics for the 430 NAM genotypes evaluated

across the eight environments is reported in Table S6. The

combined analysis of variance across eight environments shows

that the effects of genotypes, environment, and their interactions

were highly significant for all traits. TKW was the most heritable

trait of the study (H2 = 0.94) and also GY had good values thanks to

the NAM design (H2 = 0.52), while it was 0.42 for Spk.m2 and 0.65

for Grn.Spk and above 0.70 for all phenological traits (DTH, DTM,

and GFR). Among the parents, the top yielder was Faraj with 3,221

kg ha−1 followed by Nachit, Jabal, and DAWRYT110 with 3,185,

3,172, and 3,121 kg ha−1, respectively. Pop1 (Nachit/DAWRYT110)

recorded the highest average GY at 3,180 kg ha−1 and Pop3 (Nachit/

Jabal) had the lowest at 3,158 kg ha−1. The GY performance of the

tested genotypes across environments (BLUP) varied from 2,970 kg

ha−1 for the lowest yielding progeny NAM-153 which belongs to

Pop2 (Nachit/Faraj) to 3,269 kg ha−1 for the highest yielding

progeny NAM-119 from Pop1 (Nachit/DAWRYT110).

The average value for TKW across environments was 43.5 g,

with the parent Nachit having the highest score, followed by Jabal,

Faraj, and DAWRYT110. Both Pop1 (Nachit/DAWRYT110) and

Pop3 (Nachit/Jabal) reached an average of 45 g, while Pop2 (Nachit/

Faraj) reached only 40 g. In fact, the top progeny for TKW was

NAM-400 at 47.8 g from Pop3 (Nachit/Jabal) and the lowest was

NAM-164 at 33.4 g from Pop2 (Nachit/Faraj) (Figure 1).

The two clusters of environments show diverse effects (Table S7

and Figure S3): under non-stressed conditions, GY averaged 4,251 kg

ha−1, while under moisture stress, it was 2,520 kg ha−1 (41%

reduction). When assessing the parents’ performances within the

two clusters, Faraj remained the top yielder with 2,566 and 4,347 kg

ha−1 under moisture-stressed and non-stressed conditions,

respectively. Within the moisture-stressed cluster, the progeny

NAM-041 from Pop1 (Nachit/DWARYT110) recorded the highest

GY at 2,670 kg ha−1 equal to a 4.8% increase over its recurrent parent
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(Nachit) and 7.5% over its donor parent (DAWRYT110). Within the

non-stressed cluster, the progeny NAM-413 from Pop3 (Nachit/

Jabal) was the top yielder at 4,588 kg ha−1 equal to a 7.1% increase

over its recurrent parent (Nachit) and 7.9% over its donor parent

(Jabal). Whereas, TKW witnessed an average 6% reduction between

the two clusters, shifting from an average of 45 g under non-stressed

conditions to 43 g when the stress occurred. Nachit was the top

parent within the moisture stress cluster at 44.7 g, while Jabal was the

best parent under non-stressed conditions at 45.7 g. Under both

conditions, Nachit and Jabal were the top parents. Progeny NAM-120

from Pop1 (Nachit/DAWRYT110) was the top line at 47.5 g under

moisture-stressed conditions equal to a 6.2% gain over the recurrent

parent, while for the non-stressed cluster, the top genotypes all

belonged to Pop3 (Nachit/Jabal).

AWAI identifies stable genotypes by measuring the size of their

deviation from the AMMI axis, which represents the response to G×E

factors. Nevertheless, stable genotypes might also result from overall

low GY performances. For that reason, it is good practice to combine

the GY genetic (G) potential measured as the performances across all

tested environments (BLUP) and GY stability (G×E) by AWAI

(Figure S4). The top parent for G and G×E was Nachit. Among the

progenies, NAM-032, NAM-034, NAM-058, and NAM-060 all

belonging to Pop1 (Nachit/DAWRYT110), NAM-248 and NAM-

252 from Pop2 (Nachit/Faraj), and NAM-302 and NAM-342 from

Pop3 (Nachit/Jabal) were the top performers.
Interactions among traits under moisture-
stressed and non-stressed conditions

Within the non-stress cluster, GY was positively influenced by

PLH (p < 0.01), Spk.m2 (p < 0.01), and TKW (p < 0.05), while DtH
Frontiers in Plant Science 06
(p < 0.01) and DtM (p < 0.01) had a negative effect (Table 1). Path

coefficient analysis (Table S8) defines the trait priorities to better

distinguish the effect: TKW was identified as the strongest

influencing trait on GY (0.49), followed by PLH (0.41) and

Spk.m2 (0.38). An indirect effect was recorded for the GFR since

it influences GY through the determination of TKW (0.45). As

expected, there was an inverse relationship between TKW and

Grn.Spk (−0.23). Within the moisture stress cluster of

environments, GY was strongly influenced (p < 0.01) by TKW,

Grn.Spk, Spk.m2, PLH, and GFP, while it was negatively impacted

by DtH (Table 1). Path coefficient analysis confirmed that TKW had

the highest positive direct effect on GY (0.7), followed by Grn.Spk

(0.69) and Spk.m2 (0.46). Also, GFR had the highest positive

indirect effect on GY through TKW (0.62) (Table S9).
Discovery of marker–trait associations in
panel 1: NAM

The final consensus map of the NAM panel 1 incorporated

1,678 polymorphic markers with an average PIC of 0.28 grouped

into 14 linkage groups spanning 1,723 cM. The largest chromosome

was 7A consisting of 158 markers spanning 179 cM, and the

smallest chromosome was 4B consisting of 38 markers covering

51 cM (Table S10). Imposing a kinship split with a k = 3 on the 426

RIL genotypes (Figure 2A) reidentified the three original

subpopulations derived from different donor parents, confirming

their relative genetic diversity, as well as the cluster analysis

(Figure 2B) classified the 426 RIL genotypes into three groups

based on genetic difference among their parents, and a genetic

similarity was observed between the recurrent parent ‘Nachit’ and

‘DAWRYT110’ compared with ‘Jabal’ and ‘Faraj’.
FIGURE 1

Distribution of performances of the NAM panel for 1,000 kernel weight (TKW, left side) and grain yield (GY, right side) presented as BLUP calculated
across the drought-stressed cluster (top) and the non-stressed cluster (bottom). The populations are color-coded as per the parent naming (blue:
pop1 Nachit/DWARYT110, orange: Pop2 Nachit/Faraj, gray: Pop3 Nachit/Jabal). The performances of the parents are presented as vertical arrows in
the corresponding bin. The LSD for each experiment is presented as a horizontal black line to help determine significant differences among BLUPs.
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Marker–trait association (MTA) analysis identified a total of

181 MTAs as meeting the minimum required threshold for LOD

and r2 considering all traits and conditions tested. Based on their

genetic position, these could be merged into 18 QTLs appearing in

two or more environments and identified by both QTL analysis and

GWAS. These were numbered Q.ICD.NAM-01 to Q.ICD.NAM-18

(Tables 2 and S11). Q.ICD.NAM-01 was identified on chromosome

(chr) 1A (2.6–8 cM) at LOD of 7.4 associated with GY across two

moisture-stressed environments and AWAI for TKW. It was also

associated with PLH. Q.ICD.NAM-02 was identified on chr 1A (16–
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26.3 cM) at LOD of 9.7 associated with TKW in one moisture-

stressed environment and GY in one moisture-stressed

environment. Q.ICD.NAM-03 was identified at 48–50.12 cM on

chr 1A (LOD = 11.4) explaining 5.7%–13.1% of the phenotypic

variation (PV) for TKW across five environments, four of which

were moisture-stressed, also co-associated with PLH, Grn.Spk, and

AWAI for TKW. Q.ICD.NAM-04 was identified on the distal peri-

telomeric region of chr 1B (LOD = 13.1) explaining 6% to 10.3% of

the PV for TKW across five environments, four of which were

moisture-stressed. This locus was also associated with GY across
Pop1 Pop2 Pop3

B

A

FIGURE 2

Population structure of three NAM populations (k = 3) shown as kinship. The Y-axis is the subpopulation relationship and the X-axis is the genotypes
(A) and the phylogenetic tree based on the genetic distance calculated by neighbor-joining (B). The progenies and parents are color-coded as per
the legend.
TABLE 1 Correlation between grain yield, yield components, and associated traits in stressed (below diagonal) and non-stressed (above
diagonal) conditions.

Trait GY TKW Gr_spk Spk_m2 PLH GFR GFP DTH DTM

GY – 0.1* −0.02 0.51** 0.56** 0.06 0.08 −0.16* −0.23**

TKW 0.26** – −0.46** −0.07 −0.02 0.92** 0.23** −0.23** −0.10*

Gr_spk 0.42** −0.38** – 0.11* 0.10* −0.4** −0.15** 0.21** 0.16**

Spk_m2 0.33** −0.09 −0.13* – 0.35** −0.03 −0.11* 0.07 −0.05

PLH 0.37** 0.46** −0.04 0.32** – −0.01 −0.03 −0.04 −0.17**

GFR 0.08 0.88** −0.39** −0.25** 0.27** – −0.11 0.05 −0.09

GFP 0.15** 0.42** −0.15* −0.07 0.13* 0.13* – −0.86** −0.1

DTH −0.10* −0.53** 0.17** 0.24** −0.19** −0.43** −0.44** – 0.56**

DTM 0.09 0.04 0.01 0.15* 0.03 −0.17** 0.46** 0.38** –
fr
GY, grain yield; TKW, 1,000-kernel weight; Gr_spk, grains per spike; Spk_m2, spikes per m2; PLH, plant height; GFR, grain filling rate; GFP, grain filling period; DTH, days to heading; DTM,
days to maturity.
*Significant at the probability level 0.05.
**Significant at the probability level 0.01.
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three moisture-stressed environments explaining 29.0%–47.8% PV

and with AWAI for TKW. Q.ICD.NAM-05 was located on

chromosome 2A (112.7–124 cM) at LOD of 9.7 and related to

TKW across two moisture-stressed environments, GY in one

moisture-stressed environment, and stability index AWAI for GY

and PLH. Q.ICD.NAM-06 was identified on the distal peri-

telomeric region of chromosome 2B (LOD = 8.9) explaining

28.7% to 46.5% PV for GY within the moisture-stressed cluster.

This QTL was also associated with TKW in one moisture-stressed

environment and with the stability index (AWAI) for GY.

Q.ICD.NAM-07 was identified at 70.4–84 cM on chr 3A (LOD =

8.5) explaining 5.42%–6.04% of the PV for TKW across two

moisture-stressed environments. This locus was also associated

with AWAI for TKW and related with GY across one moisture-
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stressed and with PLH at one irrigated environment and across all

environments. Q.ICD.NAM-08 is located between 36 cM and 48

cM on chr 3B (LOD = 9.3) explaining 5.8% to 44.7% of PV for TKW

within the moisture-stressed cluster and 28.0% to 48.4% of the PV

for GY in the same cluster of environments. It was also associated

with Grn.Spk and with AWAI for GY. Q.ICD.NAM-09 was

identified on the proximal peri-centromeric region of chr 4B

(LOD = 6.8) explaining 28.5% to 46.4% of the PV for GY at two

moisture-stressed environments. This QTL was also associated with

PLH. Q.ICD.NAM-10 was located on chr 4B (30.5–40 cM) at LOD

of 7.3 and associated with TKW across two moisture-stressed

environments, GY in one moisture-stressed environment, and

PLH. Q.ICD.NAM-11 was identified on the proximal peri-

centromeric region of chr 5A (LOD = 11.1) explaining 49.6%–
TABLE 2 Stable quantitative trait loci (QTLs) associated with multiple traits in a cluster of environments of stressed, non-stressed, and combined
across all and the stability index (AWAI).

Locus Chr Trait Main marker
Position

cM
Max
LOD

Max
r2

Stressed
Non-

stressed
Combi-
ned

AWAI

1 1A
GY,

PLH, AWAI
BS00011235_51 2.6–8.0 7.4 49.5 * * * *

2 1A GY, TKW Tdurum_contig13459_543 0.0–10.3 9.7 46.3 *

3 1A
TKW, Gr_spk,
PLH, AWAI

AX-95079481 48.0–50.1 11.4 31.7 * * *

4 1B
TKW,

GY, AWAI
Tdurum_contig12899_347 115.6–129.1 13.1 47.6 * * *

5 2A
TKW, GY,
PLH, AWAI

Tdurum_contig13459_543 12.7–124.0 9.7 41.1 * * * *

6 2B
GY,

TKW, AWAI
AX-158567848 116.0–128.0 8.9 44.5 * * *

7 3A
GY, TKW,
AWAI, PLH

Tdurum_contig86206_149 70.4–84.0 8.5 28.0 * * * *

8 3B
GY, TKW,
Gr_spk,
AWAI

Kukri_c32046_493 36.0–48.0 9.3 48.4 * * *

9 4B GY, PLH BS00039936_51 16.0–24.0 6.8 46.3 * * *

10 4B
GY,

TKW, PLH
TGWA25K-TG0216 30.5–40.0 7.3 47.5 * * *

11 5A
GY,

TKW, PLH
AX-95200348 0.0–12.0 11.1 59.1 * * *

12 5A GY, PLH wsnp_Ra_c17216_26044790 61.3–72.0 7.6 44.7 * * *

13 5B TKW, GY AX-89660974 38.4–52.0 11.5 46.1 * *

14 6A
TKW,

GY, PLH
AX-111052948 60.7 9.1 28.9 * * *

15 6B
TKW,

GY, Gr_spk
AX-109395546 39.4–52.0 11.2 46.0 * *

16 7A
TKW,

GY, PLH
AX-158601039 4.0–13.8 13.5 19.3 * * *

17 7A
GY,

PLH, TKW
RAC875_rep_c111788_253 20–33.78 13.1 46.00 * *

18 7B
TKW,

GY, AWAI
Tdurum_contig8448_363 36–49.96 13.2 42.08 * * *
fr
GY, grain yield; TKW, 1,000-kernel weight; Gr_spk, grains per spike; PLH, plant height.
*Significant QTL.
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59.1% of the PV for GY across two moisture-stressed environments.

This locus was also associated with TKW in one moisture-stressed

environment and with PLH. Q.ICD.NAM-12 was identified on chr

5A (61.29–72 cM) at LOD of 7.6 and associated with GY across two

moisture-stressed environments and with PLH across the combined

irrigated cluster and across all environments. Q.ICD.NAM-13 was

identified at 38.4–52 cM on chr 5B (LOD = 11.5) explaining 5.6%–

8.4% of PV for TKW across four environments, three of which were

moisture-stressed. It was also co-associated with GY under one

moisture-stressed environment. Q.ICD.NAM-14 was identified at

60–72 cM on chr 6A (LOD = 9.1) explaining 5.2% to 7.2% of the PV

for TKW across four environments, three of which were moisture-

stressed. It also was co-associated with GY under one moisture-

stressed environment and with PLH across environments.

Q.ICD.NAM-15 was identified at 39.4–52 cM on chr 6B (LOD =

11.2) explaining 5.4%–31.4% of the PV for TKW across four

moisture-stressed environments. It was also associated with GY

across three moisture-stressed environments, Grn.Spk, and AWAI

for GY. Q.ICD.NAM-16 was identified at 4–13.8 cM on chr 7A

(LOD = 13.5) explaining 5.4–10.21 of the PV for TKW across six

environments, five of which moisture-stressed. This QTL was also

associated with GY across one moisture-stressed environments and

PLH across environments. Q.ICD.NAM-17 was identified at 20–

33.8 cM on chr 7A (LOD = 13.1) explaining 6.6%–13.1% of the PV

for TKW across four environments, three of which were moisture-

stressed. This locus was also associated with GY across two

moisture-stressed environments explaining 28.2%–46% of its PV

and with PLH across both moisture clusters. Q.ICD.NAM-18 was

located at 36–50.0 cM on chr 7B (LOD = 13.2) explaining 5.8%–

11.1% of the PV for TKW across six environments, five of which

were moisture-stressed. It was also associated with GY in one

moisture-stressed environment and AWAI for GY.
Effect of multiple QTLs for
1,000-kernels weight by allelic
investigation: panels 1 and 2

The NAM panel was generated to segregate for TKW, the main

trait of interest from the recurrent parent Nachit. Also, TKW

showed a strong influence on GY under both moisture-stressed

and non-stressed conditions. A total of 15 QTL associated with

TKW including 14 co-associated with GY were investigated in

NAM panel 1. Three QTLs (Q.ICD.NAM-04, Q.ICD.NAM-14, and

Q.ICD.NAM-16) were confirmed by means of haplotype analysis

when field-tested under drought conditions. To confirm that the

effect of these loci was not spurious nor unique to the mapping

populations under study, a second germplasm set named the “panel

2 GWAS” was investigated. This panel includes the parents of the

NAM populations and several of their sister lines, in addition to

other lines.

Within the NAM panel 1, a total of four allelic classes were

identified, with haplotype 1 (Hap1), which carries a positive allele at

each locus, achieving a significantly (p < 0.01) superior TKW of 44.2

g under moisture-stressed conditions, followed by Hap2 and Hap3

with only two positive alleles at 42.9 g and 39.8 g, respectively, and
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lastly Hap4 with the lowest TKW average of 38.9 g and carrying

three negative alleles (Figure 3). The allelic study for the NAM

confirmed the additive nature of these three QTLs achieving a

12.1% increase in TKW under drought stress. In addition, the allelic

study confirmed that Nachit and Jabal both carry Hap1, while

DAWRYT110 carries Hap3 and Faraj carries Hap4.The allelic

investigation was carried out also in the panel 2 GWAS to

confirm that six haplotypes existed in the broader germplasm set

(Figure 4). Hap1 was confirmed as the significantly (p < 0.01)

superior combination at an average TKW of 43 g across moisture-

stressed environments, followed by Hap3 with positive alleles on

chr 1B and 7A at 41 g, which in this case was significantly superior

to Hap2 with positive alleles on chr 6A and 7A. The additional

Hap5 and Hap6 carrying only one positive allele at chr 6A and 7A,

respectively, were not significantly better than Hap4 which does not

carry any positive alleles and reached an average TKW of 32 g.

Hence, in this second panel, the three positive alleles resulted in an

average increase of 25.6% for TKW under moisture stress.
Validation of markers by KASP: panel 3

“Validation” is a critical step required to convert QTL discovery

into actual usable solutions for breeders by MAS or genomic

selection. The conversion to KASP was attempted for those

markers underlying the three QTLs investigated: Q.ICD.NAM-04,

Q.ICD.NAM-14, and Q.ICD.NAM-16. A total of 10 KASP markers

were used to genotype the validation set (Figure 5). Of these, five

resulted as monomorphic in this germplasm panel, while five were

polymorphic and passed the significance threshold for TKW under

drought. AX-94507963 resulted as the most suitable to select for

Q.ICD.NAM-04 with the highest correlation (r = 0.18) and

accuracy (0.60). AX-94421698 was the only validated KASP for

selecting the positive allele at Q.ICD.NAM-14 with a correlation of

0.13 and perfect specificity, while AX-94634646 was the most

suitable to select the positive allele at Q.ICD.NAM-16 with 0.17

correlation and high sensitivity (0.80). Overall, only three of

ICARDA’s elite lines (IDON43-56, IDON43-75, and IDON43-72)

carried the positive allele at all three loci. These reached high TKW

and carried T. dicoccoides in their pedigrees.
Discussion

Phenotypic performance of the
NAM population

Drought stress is a major environmental factor limiting wheat

production globally (Lascano et al., 2001; Daryanto et al., 2016;

Negisho et al., 2022), and its effect affects grain yield and its

components (Turner et al., 2014; Ayed et al., 2017; Khadka et al.,

2020; Arriagada et al., 2022). In our study, drought stress caused a

41% loss in GY, which matches the values reported by Sukumaran

et al. (2018) and Aberkane et al. (2020). However, the effect of

drought stress on GY differs depending on the growth stage of

occurrence, its duration, and its severity (Dehgahi et al., 2014;
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Semenov et al., 2014; González-Ribot et al., 2017; Sarto et al., 2017).

Here, drought stress occurred primarily during the flowering and

grain filling period, causing a 6% average reduction in TKW. Under

both stressed and non-stressed conditions, TKW had a positive

significant effect on GY, which was further confirmed by path

analysis. This is in good agreement with other studies that also

suggest TKW as an ideal trait to improve GY in durum wheat,

especially to adapt to drought stress (Garcıá del Moral et al., 2003;

Royo et al., 2014; González-Ribot et al., 2017). In fact, Nachit and

several NAM progenies capable of achieving the highest TKW were

also the top yielders and most stable. Furthermore, the high
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heritability and strong genetic control of TKW make it a trait of

choice to achieve fast genetic improvement for tolerance to

moisture stress (Xu et al., 2017). For that reason, further genetic

dissection of this trait was sought.
QTLs associated with grain yield and
1,000-kernel weight

Three subpopulations were identified based on structure and

phylogenetic tree analysis, and the close genetic relation between
FIGURE 4

Effect of allelic combinations on 1,000-kernel weight for the “GWAS panel” tested under drought-stressed conditions. The accessions were divided
into six clusters based on their haplotype for three major QTLs. Letters above the whiskers indicate significant differences between the clusters.
FIGURE 3

Effect of allelic combinations on 1,000-kernel weight for NAM accessions tested under drought-stressed conditions. The accessions were divided
into four clusters based on their haplotype at three major QTLs. Letters above the whiskers indicate significant differences between the clusters.
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the recurrent parent ‘Nachit’ and the donor parent ‘DAWRYT110’

was because they both have T. dicoccoides and Amedakul1 in their

pedigree compared with the donor parent ‘Faraj’ which has T.

araraticum in its pedigree and the same for the donor parent ‘Jabal’

which has Ae. speltoides in its pedigree.

The combined use of QTL analysis and GWAS applied to the

NAM population discovered 18 QTLs on all chromosomes except

4A, 10 of them located on genome A and eight on genome B, 14

QTLs associated with TKW and GY, one QTL associated with TKW

on chr 1A, and three QTLs associated with GY on chr 1A, 4B, and

5A. This fact highlights how the genetic contribution to TKW is

highly related to the final GY performances under the

studied conditions.

Chromosome 1A had three QTLs: Q.ICD.NAM-01 responsible

for GY, Q.ICD.NAM-02 associated with both TKW and GY, and

Q.ICD.NAM-03 linked to TKW. A similar region was previously

identified by other studies under different water regimes for TKW

(Ogbonnaya et al., 2017) and for GY (Tura et al., 2020; Zandipour

et al., 2020). QTL Q.ICD.NAM-04 has been associated in this study

with TKW across five environments and AWAI for TKW. A study

by Maccaferri et al. (2015) involving 208 RILs derived from a cross

between an elite durum cultivar and wild emmer also identified a

stable QTL for TKW on chr 1B with a strong likely overlap with

what was reported here. Similarly, Rehman Arif et al. (2020)

reported two QTLs associated with TKW in the RIL population

in the same region under drought stress. Fatiukha et al. (2020)

identified stable QTLs for TKW on chromosomes 2A and 3A under

five different environments using a population derived from T.

dicoccoides which show a good overlap with our identified

Q.ICD.NAM-05 and Q.ICD.NAM-07. Peleg et al. (2009) reported

four stable QTLs for GY under both irrigated and water-limited

conditions on chromosomes 2B, 4B, 4A, and 5A in a tetraploid

wheat population derived from wild emmer (T. dicoccoides). In that

study, QTLs overlapping with Q.ICD.NAM-06 on chr 2B and
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Q.ICD.NAM-11 on chr 5A positions were identified. Roncallo

et al. (2017) reported three stable QTLs for GY across

environments on chromosomes 3B and 2B using RIL durum

wheat populations. Their reported QHi.cerz-2BS.1 shows a good

overlap with our identified Q.ICD.NAM-06, and in both cases,

these QTLs explained large PV.

Maccaferri et al. (2008) and Graziani et al. (2014) identified a

stable QTL under both irrigated and rainfed conditions across eight

water regime environments related to TKW and GY located on

chromosome 3B using the RIL population, which shows a good

overlap with our identified Q.ICD.NAM-08 also associated with GY

and TKW across moisture-stressed environments. Zaïm et al.

(2020) studied four RIL populations of durum wheat tested under

drought stress conditions and identified six QTLs associated with

GY. A likely overlap could be found for Q.ICD.NAM-06,

Q.ICD.NAM-09, and Q.ICD.NAM-10. In addition, there were six

individual QTLs for TKW located on chromosomes 1B, 4B, 6A, 6B,

and 7A. A good overlap can be established by their reported

Qicd.TKW.005 located on 6B and our identified Q.ICD.NAM-15

which was associated with TKW across four moisture-stressed

environments and their Qicd.TKW.006 located on 7AS and our

identified Q.ICD.NAM-16 responsible for the control of TKW

across six environments. In particular, the QTL on chromosome

4B had also previously been confirmed as conferring drought

tolerance in both bread wheat and durum wheat (Kadam et al.,

2012; Wang et al., 2019; Rabbi et al., 2021).

Sukumaran et al. (2018) reported a strong association with

TKW under yield potential, drought stress, and heat stress

conditions for a region on chr 5B with a likely overlap to our

reported Q.ICD.NAM-013. Similarly, Q.ICD.NAM-14 which

controls TKW identified here also shows a likely overlap with a

QTL reported by Avni et al. (2018) on the long arm of chr 6A

named mQTL-GW-6A. In that study, a major candidate gene

named “TtGRF4-A” was identified as associated with increased
FIGURE 5

Validation of Kompetitive Allele-Specific PCR (KASP) markers on an independent set of elite ICARDA lines tested under drought stress for TKW.
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TKW. In the same region on 6A, Alahmad et al. (2019) reported a

major QTL associated with seminal root angle (qSRA-6A) and

TKW when assessing eight NAM durum wheat populations.

Fatiukha et al. (2021) studied a RIL population derived from a

cross between durum wheat and wild emmer to reveal two major

QTLs associated with GY and TKW on chr 7B that show a likely

overlap with our reported Q.ICD.NAM-18 which was associated

with GY and TKW under drought conditions. In addition, they

detected a QTL on chr 7A associated with TKW which overlaps

with our reported Q.ICD.NAM-17 which is responsible for TKW

across three moisture-stressed environments.

All the identified QTLs have been likely reported previously

confirming the solidity of the study conducted. Out of 15 QTLs

assoc ia ted wi th TKW, three QTLs (Q.ICD.NAM.04 ,

Q.ICD.NAM.14, and Q.ICD.NAM.16) on chromosomes 1B, 6A,

and 7A appeared as the most critical for drought tolerance and

associated with TKW and GY traits in three or more moisture-

stressed environments and identified by both QTL analysis and

GWAS. These three genomic regions were used to investigate the

allelic combination responsible for TKW under drought conditions.
Pyramiding drought-tolerant QTLs

Three QTLs (Q.ICD.NAM-04, Q.ICD.NAM-14, and

Q.ICD.NAM-16) confirmed their additive nature by showing a

12.1% gain in TKW under drought stress for NAM lines carrying

the positive allele at all three loci (Hap1). Furthermore, the same

allelic investigation in a broader panel confirmed a positive gain of

25.6% for Hap1. Interestingly, the large-seeded varieties Nachit and

Jabal both carry Hap1, which confirms the importance of these

three QTLs. On the other hand, the 6% (+2.8 g) transgressive

segregation for TKW demonstrated by NAM-120 (Nachit/

DAWRYT110) carrying the Hap1 suggests that additional useful

l o c i b e yond th e s e th r e e m i gh t b e av a i l a b l e f r om

DAWRYT110 (Hap3).

Nevertheless, one KASP was validated for each QTL with AX-

94507963 tagging Q.ICD.NAM-04, AX-94421698 tagging

Q.ICD.NAM-14, and AX-94634646 tagging Q.ICD.NAM-16.

These three markers combined represent a ready resource for

breeders to rapidly pyramid useful TKW starting from T.

dicoccoides from the donor line Nachit. Because of Nachit’s origin

from T. dicoccoides, because the only elites identified carrying the

three alleles also include T. dicoccoides in their pedigrees, and

because Maccaferri et al. (2015) reported Q.ICD.NAM-04 in a

RIL study derived from T. dicoccoides, it is highly likely that the

reported useful alleles are in fact originating from wild emmer.

Nachit is currently undergoing whole genome sequencing and

assembly, which once completed shall clarify the ancestral origin

of the loci described here.
Conclusions

To meet the future demand for durum wheat grains despite the

climatic changes (Mulugeta et al., 2023), a significant increase in
Frontiers in Plant Science 12
production is necessary (Sakuma and Schnurbusch, 2020). The

indirect selection of production-related traits under more stringent

genetic control is a potential solution to favor rapid pyramiding of

useful alleles (Tadesse et al., 2019; Colasuonno et al., 2021). Larger

1,000-kernel weight is a demanded trait by the milling industry,

thanks to its effect of increasing semolina yield, while it is also a

production-related trait under strong genetic control and a major

tolerance mechanism against terminal moisture stress. As such, the

reported identification of useful alleles from recent durum wheat

varieties should represent an opportunity for all breeders to rapidly

improve TKW. For those breeders interested in accessing the donor

parent Nachit (Taghouti et al., 2023), this is readily available as part

of the Global Durum Panel (Mazzucotelli et al., 2020) as GDPv2-

153 or GDPv1-152. Furthermore, the use of a three germplasm

panel approach has allowed the identification and rapid validation

of KASP markers that should significantly simplify the pyramiding

of these alleles. The use of CWR-derived populations has likely

contributed to the identification of novel alleles that were not

previously available for durum wheat and that could be readily

transferred also to bread wheat.
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